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Abstract: The paper "Unified field theory" (UFT) unified four fundamental forces with help of the Torque model. UFT 

gives a new definition of Physics: “A natural science that involves the study of motion of space-time-energy force to explain 

and predict the motion, interaction and configuration of matter.” One of important pieces of matter is the atom. 

Unfortunately, the configuration of an atom cannot be visually observed. Two of the important accepted theories are the 

Pauli Exclusion Principle and the Schrodinger equations. In these two theories, the electron configuration is studied. 

Contrary to the top down approach, UFT theory starts from structure of Proton and Neutron using bottom up approach 

instead. Interestingly, electron orbits, electron binding energy, Made lung Rules, Zeeman splitting and crystal structure of 

the metals, are associated with proton’s octahedron shape and three nuclear structural axes. An element will be chemically 

stable if the outmost s and p orbits have eight electrons which make atom a symmetrical cubic. Most importantly, the 

predictions of atomic configurations in this paper can be validated by characteristics of chemical elements which make the 

UFT claims credible. UFT comes a long way from space-time-energy-force to the atom. The conclusions of UFT are more 

precise and clearer than the existing theories that have no proper explanation regarding many rules, such as eight outer 

electrons make element chemically stable and the exception on Made lung’s rules. Regardless of the imperfections of the 

existing atomic theories, many particle Physics theories have no choice but to build on top of atomic theories, mainly Pauli 

Exclusion Principle and Schrodinger equations. Physics starts to look for answer via ambiguous mathematical equations as 

the proper clues are missing. Physics issues are different from mathematical issues, as they are Physical. Pauli Exclusion 

works well in electron configuration under specific physical condition and it is not a general Physics principal. 

Schrodinger’s mathematical equations are interpreted differently in UFT. UFT is more physical as it built itself mainly on 

concept of Space, Time, Energy and Force, in the other word, UFT is Physics itself. Theory of Everything (ToE), the final 

theory of the Physics, can be simply another name for UFT. This paper connects an additional dot to draw UFT closer to 

ToE.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Unified Field Theory (UFT) [1-8] predicts that a proton has an octahedron [1] shape. The positive electronic charge forces 

from nuclei are vertical to the faces of the octahedron. The electrons of an atom are interacting with the tri-axes of the protons. 

Contrary to the common consensus that an electron in atom has a circular orbit, UFT predicts that the electron collides against a 

face of a proton in the nucleus where electronic field is strong. A proton face make an electron stay on the face itself for stability 

reasons. Evenly allocated eight electrons vertical to the octahedron proton surface are points (vertices) of a cube. The wave 

characteristics of the electron decide the shell of the electron to maintain wave resonance. The wave interactions with the three 

axes of a proton split a point of cube into three triangle points on the second shell. In general, the cubic points are split  into 

triangle grids’ points.  
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Figure1. Octahedron Proton and Electron Movements  

A possible electron configuration is result of resonance of electronic mass waves and nuclear internal waves. The ground 

state electron configuration for an element has maximum resonance. Noticeably, the crystal structures of the metals are related 

to the electron configuration and their orbit angle to the vertical line of the octahedron faces. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE STUDY 

2.1. Electron Movements Since the nuclei are octahedron shape [1,2], the electronic primary movement direction is vertical 

to the eight faces of the octahedron. In the other word, an electron collides with one of eight faces of proton and bounces like a 

ball. Even though an electron has a steady straight line “orbit”, mass waves create wave patterns as they interact with three axes. 

The “orbit” of electron is from nucleus to a fixed high possibility point of wave pattern. When the atomic number is one, the 

nuclei of hydrogen isotopes are shaped as dot or line. The movement of electron makes the nucleus constantly spinning in the 

gas state in normal temperature. Helium isotopes have line shaped nucleus. When the atomic number (proton count) is greater 

than two, the nuclei become 2D symmetrical plate or 3D octahedron piles. The topology of nuclei provides an important clue to 

reexam the existing theories [9-41].  

2.2. Cubic Atom When each octahedron face has an outer shell electron vertical to the face, the outer shell electrons form a 

cubic for a noble gas elements with eight out most s/p orbits (except helium).  

2.3. Triangle Grids and Electron Orbits The three axes of nucleus interact with the electron mass waves and create 

diffraction pattern that is similar to the crystalline diffraction. The charged axis has one electronic field interaction; the two 

uncharged axes have two charged interactions each, positive and negative. Therefore, the charged axis has one wave and 

uncharged axes have two waves each. The proton/electron diffraction pattern is a triangle pattern. Various electron orbits are 

related to the layers of triangle strips. Each triangle node represents an “orbit”. Each node is mirrored with a node on the 

opposite side of proton face p: 3*2, d: 5*2, f: 7*2 

 

Figure 2. Electron Diffraction Triangle Grids and Zeeman Splitting 
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Electrons are evenly distributed vertical to eight octahedron faces. The possibility of the various electron orbits are based 

on the strength of electron’s mass wave. The orbit s has highest priority for its high possibilities. The priority order is: s, p, d 

and f In many cases, due to the shape of nucleus, there are exceptions to Madelung rules. 

2.4. Orbit Allocations 

To simplify the case, the wave function of the orbit on the shell is: Wx + Wy + Wz  

Wx = (2/3)Pi sin (16N Ax)  

Wy = (2/3)Pi sin (16N Ay) 

 Wz = (2/3)Pi sin (8N Az)  

N: shell count Ax: Angle relative to X Ay: Angle relative to Y Az: Angle relative to Z (charged axis) These three waves are 

independent waves. 

 

Figure 3 Triangle Grids location 

Even though the electron field vector is from the center of the triangle due to the resonance of the forces, the S orbit is 

closer to the charged axis. 

2.5. Multi-Atom Resonance When two atoms are close enough, the overlapped shells will have wave resonance as electrons 

are shared between the two atoms. The wave resonance not only provides straight orbits for the shared electrons, but also 

merges overlapped triangle grids from two neighboring atoms. As result the new wave function is: W1 + W2 When different 

chemical atoms are mixed together, the molecule structure and wave resonance are related. 

III. SCIENTIFIC METHODS 

4.1. S Orbit Angle and Phase S orbit is tilted an angle (“A” in Figure 5). As proton count increases, the angle is decreasing  

as the more protons join the interaction processes to bring S orbit to the center: Be hcp Mg hcp Ca fcc Sr fcc Ba bcc Ra bcc bcc 

f 

 

Figure 7 BCC,FCC and HCP Crystal 
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4.2. D Orbit Shifting and Phase Sc and Ti have hcp structure. As D orbit electron count increases, Mn and Fe become bcc 

structure by centralize the D electrons. In period 5, the existence of 3D orbit reduces shifting of 4D. Tc and Ru have hcp 

structure instead. 

4.3. Color of Gold Even though there are many theories regarding color of Gold. This paper considers the color of Gold is 

due to the dissonance of additional electron of D orbits. It has nine electrons on 3D, 4D and 5D each. Among nine electrons, 

eight of them are properly paired. Additional electron can not be paired since there are three of them. The active electron 

interacts with the photon by absorbing blue light to transit the shell from D to S and creates an unpaired “free” S orbit electron. 

The newly created unpaired electron does not stay on the S orbit as the orbit is fully occupied. It does not transit back to D orbit 

as it can not find proper pairing. The photons can be absorbed by these electrons as they are considered to be plasmons, or 

quasiparticles. These electrons fall into a range of energy band where the visible light can be absorbed and make Gold a distinct 

color.  

This explanation also tells us that silver does not have D to S transition, due to the proper D electron orbit pairing. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

3.1. Quantum Tunnel Effects As electrons collide with nucleus, the collisions between outer electrons and inner electrons 

are unavoidable. These collisions are one of reasons for tunneling effect of inner electrons to get out of their orbits.  

3.2. Orbit Overlaps Since the mass waves do not stop at the nodes, the orbit of S, P, D and F extend themselves. The orbit 

extensions of the neighboring atoms overlap themselves. 

 

Figure 4 Grids overlap 

The above model tells us how tilted axes give a straight orbit for a shared electron. The orbits are distorted by the nuclear 

forces, but they are mostly straight and symmetrical to have better resonance. 

3.3. Multiple Shells’ Overlaps The D orbits’ overlaps coexist with the S orbit and inner orbit overlap. For the element of the 

same period in element periodic table, the electron count is reverse proportional to the distance of the neighboring atom, as the 

overlapping increases the stabilities. Propensities as follow reverse proportional to the wave strength of the orbits: n 1.6233 / 2 * 

l 1 + + ( ) ( ) Wave interactions need the similar propensity values to make interaction waves with better contrasts. Most of 

interactions of the same elements neighboring to one another are the orbits with same quantum numbers, mainly the ones with 

high propensities. As the waves of these orbits can impact the configuration of electrons and the electron configuration is less 

stable.  

3.4. Crystal Structures of Beryllium Beryllium has a pair of S orbit with angle of A against the line vertical to an 

octahedron face. It makes Beryllium Proton axes not perfectly line up with the neighboring atoms even with higher temperature. 

Beryllium has HCP structure under the room temperature. 
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Figure 5 Beryllium HCP  Crystal  

3.5. Crystal Structures of Calcium Calcium has a pair of S orbit. It makes Calcium’s Proton axes not perfectly line up with 

the neighboring atoms. Unlike BCC Potassium, Calcium has FCC structure under the room temperature. 

 3.6. Crystal Structures of Lithium The crystal structure of Lithium [42-51] near 0K is hR9. The hR9 crystal is largely due 

to the S orbit of the outmost shell is not at the center of the orbital triangle grids. At theroom temperature, the rotation 

movement of nuclei allows nuclei “catch” the off central single S orbit electron when the structure [52-61] is bcc. bcc fcc hR9 

hR1 Superconductor cl16 oC88 oC40 oC24 Pressure (Pa) Temperature (K) 20 40 60 80 100 120 400 200 . 

 

Figure 6 Lithium  phase diagram 

The existing crystallization theories [62-70] provide explanations for the crystal preferences under the pressure mainly 

based on entropy. The topology of atom provides visual explanations. Under the pressure of 10 to 40 Pa, inner shell S orbit 

electrons become main factors. FCC crystal structure is the result of inner 1S electron interactions. Since the 1S electron has 

angle A, it prefers FCC structure which does not have perfectly lined up octahedron faces. 

When the pressure reaches to 30Pa, the structure becomes complex cl16 and each octahedron face bind with two 

neighboring atoms. Lithium phase diagram is complex, but its complexities are topology of octahedron nuclei.  

V. CONCLUSION 

A logical deduction starting from the UFT leads to the understanding of the Crystal structure of elements. The key to solve 

a structure problem of the materials is deeply rooted in the UFT: from Torque to electron, to Proton, to Cubic atom, finally, to 

Crystal structure. First two steps are basic theory of the UFT, the next two steps connect UFT to the scientific results known for 

centuries. It is important to understand the reasons behind the crystal structure of the metals. This paper provides a simple 

explanation of crystal structure without complex equations. The chemical characteristics of the materials are associated with the 

movements of electrons and their resonance with the nuclei. Similarly, the electron orbit overlapping and sharing of the 
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neighboring atoms can explain how crystal structures are formed. The paper provides a new tool to study the organism of 

materials “Physically”. The crystal structures of metals largely depend on electron orbits with highest propensities. The ang les 

to the central line of these electrons decide the crystal structure. Among the HCP, FCC and BCC crystals, HCP crystal has 

largest angle, FCC has second largest angle, BCC has smallest angle. 
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